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1 Introduction
The N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction Project is intended to address the 
transportation issues on the existing N24 corridor between Cahir and a suitable tie-
in point in County Limerick by improving safety, journey reliability and the 
strategic function of the N24 corridor under consideration.

In accordance with the Transport Infrastructure Ireland’s Project Management 
Guidelines (reference document PE-PMG-02041), consultation is required with the 
public at key stages. The purpose of these consultations is to engage the public in 
the project delivery process, inform the public of the statutory process and the likely 
timescales, seek the public’s cooperation and understanding of the project and to 
capture local knowledge as part of the process of developing a solution.

This report has been prepared to document the findings of the non-statutory Public 
Consultation No. 1 on Constraints for the project.

2 The Public Consultation Process

2.1 Extent of Public Consultation
A comprehensive constraints study which addresses all constraints including human 
beings, archaeology, architectural and cultural heritage, agronomy, landscape and 
visual, hydrology, hydrogeology, soils and geology, ecology, material assets non-
agriculture, planning policy, noise, air and climate was undertaken by the project 
team.

The results of this constraints study were displayed to the public at the first non-
statutory public consultation on ‘Constraints’ which took place between 27 January 
2021 to 17 February 2021. The purpose of this consultation was to inform the public 
of the study area for the project, the key constraints identified to date and the 
programme for advancement of the project. Public consultation forms an important 
part of advancing the design process towards the development of transport options 
and allows the involvement of the public in identifying key constraints. The 
constraints data was presented by way of graphics, constraints mapping and an 
interactive map found at https://n24cahirlimerick.ie/interactive-map/.

The aim of this was:

 To provide an opportunity for the members of the public and other interested 
parties to engage with the process and to share with the Project Team any 
relevant supporting information or additional constraints that should be 
considered in the assessment of Constrains.

 To provide information about the project and to explain the methodology and 
approach to the Constraints identification process.

 To develop relationships with communities and key stakeholders and to 
facilitate information sharing for this and future Phases of the Project.
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 To encourage members of the public to engage directly with the Project Team.

 To ensure consultation and engagement is carried out in a transparent and 
meaningful way.

2.2 Approach Adopted Due to Covid-19
TCC and the project team adopted a zero risk approach to the potential spread of 
Covid-19. The following measures were adopted to ensure as much public 
participation in the project was achieved whilst also complying with Covid-19 
Government restrictions:

 Rather than hold the traditional in-person public consultation, the consultation 
was conducted by virtue of a virtual consultation space which allowed the 
public to walk around virtually and view the project material as if they were at 
an in-person event

 The virtual consultation room was available through the project website at 
www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/public-consultation (ref. Appendix C)

 For those who were unable to access the virtual consultation room, a copy of 
all consultation material was also available in pdf format to download from 
the project website.

 A copy of the Brochure and Feedback Form were posted to members of the 
public on request

 There was advance notification and publicity of the virtual public consultation 
in local and national newspapers, on the radio, in social media and on the TCC, 
LC&C and project websites (ref. Section 2.3)

 There was a facility in the virtual consultation room to book a meeting with the 
project team which could be conducted by telephone or via MS Teams

 The project team was available to answer any queries via a dedicated project 
email address or telephone number

 A virtual briefing was given to the elected public representatives, namely 
Senators, MEP’s, TD’s, Councillors in advance of the virtual consultation room 
going live. The presentation was issued to them electronically afterwards.

 A radio interview was also given by the project team with Tipp Midwest FM 
where it was explained how to access and navigate the virtual consultation room 
and also how to contact the project team and make a submission

Feedback Forms were accepted by post, by email to 
cahirlimerick@midwestroads.ie or via the public engagement feedback page on the 
project website. The closing date for submissions was 17 February 2021.

http://www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/public-consultation
mailto:cahirlimerick@midwestroads.ie
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2.3 Media Advertisement

2.3.1 Newspapers
An advertisement was placed in the Irish Independent, The Nationalist and the 
Tipperary Star, on 21 January 2021, and in the Limerick Leader and The Limerick 
Post, on 23 January 2021, the week prior to the public consultation. Copies of the 
newspaper advertisements are contained in Appendix A. It should be noted that the 
South Tipp Today is not publishing during Covid-19 Level 5 Government 
restrictions as this is a free paper and as such no advertisement was made in that 
paper.

Tipperary County Council also issued a press release on 27 January 2021 with 
respect to the consultation.

2.3.2 Radio 
Radio Announcements were made three times per day (AM, lunch and PM) on Tipp 
FM, Tipp Midwest Radio and Limerick 95 FM on the 28 January 2021 and 1, 4, 8, 
11 & 15 February 2021. A copy of the text of the radio advertisement is contained 
in Appendix A. A radio interview was also given by the project team with Tipp 
Midwest FM on Monday 8 February 2021 in relation to the public consultation.

2.3.3 Websites  
Tipperary County Council and Limerick City and County Council websites were 
updated on the 20 January 2021, a week in advance of the public consultation, to 
include a notice that the consultation would be commencing on the 27 January 2021. 
The websites were updated again on the 27 January 2021 to advise that the 
consultation had gone live.  

A project newsletter was published on the News and Updates section of the project 
website the week before the public consultation to advise that it would be 
commencing on the 27 January 2021. A notice was also included on the homepage 
to advise of same. This notice was then updated on the 27 January 2021 to include 
a link to the virtual consultation room. 

2.3.4 Social Media
Tipperary County Council and Limerick City and County Council Tweeted about 
the public consultation, both in advance and during the consultation period. Copies 
of the Tweets are contained in Appendix A. 

2.3.5 Letter
A letter was sent to all stakeholders identified in the stakeholder management plan, 
92 letters, to introduce the project to them and advise them of the public 
consultation.
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2.4 Brochure
A colour Brochure and Feedback Form were prepared in both Irish and English. 
The Brochure gave a brief introduction to the project, detailed the status of the 
previous N24 projects within the study area, highlighted the need for a new project 
and transport and safety issues identified to date and invited submissions from the 
public.

The Brochure and Feedback Form were available to the public in pdf format, both 
in Irish and English, to download from the project website, by collection at Mid 
West National Road Design Office in Limerick and Tipperary County Council 
Offices in Tipperary Town or issued by post on request. Feedback Forms could be 
emailed to a dedicated project email address or sent to the project liaison person by 
post. An online Feedback Form was available within the virtual consultation room. 
Copies of the Brochure and Feedback Form are included in Appendix B.

The public were given a three-week period to submit their commentary on the 
Constraints Study. Commentary received after the three-week period, up to the 
issue date of this report, was also incorporated into this report. All submissions were 
provided with a response.

2.5 Public Consultation- Virtual Consultation Room
The public consultation virtual room was live on the project website at the following 
address www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/public-consultation/ for three weeks between 27 
January 2021 and 17 February 2021. Screenshots of the virtual consultation room 
space are included in Appendix C. From analytics of the virtual consultation room, 
it had 226 visitors. From analytics of the project website, it had 5,564 views during 
the public consultation period. 

The ‘paper’ constraints maps were shown in the virtual consultation room on a scale 
of 1:12,500 @A0. These ‘paper’ constraints maps are still available to view on the 
project website at www.n24cahirlimerick.ie /paper-map/.

The ‘paper’ constraints maps displayed included the following:

Public Consultation No. 1 Key Constraints Mapping Sheet 1 of 3
Drawing No. 272687-ARUP-02-OS-DR-YE-000001:

 Railway Station

 Railway Line

 M8 Motorway

 N24 and N74

 Regional Road

 Lakes

 Watercourses

 Biodiversity Constraints
- Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
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- Proposed National Heritage Area (pPNH)
- Annex I habitat
- Ecological Sites
- Margaritifera Sensitive Catchment
- Margaritifera Sensitive River
- Whopper Swans Areas

 Archaeological, Architectural and Cultural Heritage Constraints
- National Monument
- Preservation Order
- Proposed Record of Monument and Places (RMP)
- Proposed Sites and Monuments Records (SMR)
- Record of Monuments and Places (RMP)
- Site and Monument Records (SMR)
- Record of Protected Structures (RPS)
- Archaeological Zone of Notification
- Demesne Landscape

Public Consultation No. 1 Key Constraints Mapping Sheet 2 of 3
Drawing No. 272687-ARUP-02-OS-DR-YE-000002:

 ESB Networks Infrastructures
- 110K V Overhead Electricity Lines
- 220K V Overhead Electricity Lines

 Gas Network Ireland
- Medium Pressure Gas Line
- High Pressure Gas Line

 Agriculture Constraints
- Dairy Farms
- Equine Farms
- Horticulture Farms
- Teagasc Farm
- Teagasc Facilities
- Pig Facilities
- Horticultural Facilities
- Equine Facilities
- Dairy Facilities
- Farm Yards
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 Community Facilities
- Amenity Catchment
- Accommodation / Tourism
- Amenity
- Church / Religious
- Community or social Facility
- Economic / Business
- Medical
- Nursing Home
- Quarry / Utility
- Residential Cluster
- School / Education
- Transport
- Cycle Trail
- Walking Trails

Public Consultation No. 1 Key Constraints Mapping Sheet 3 of 3
Drawing No. 272687-ARUP-02-OS-DR-YE-000003:

 Karst Landforms

 Active Quarry – Sand and Gravel Pit

 Historic Industrial Sites

 EPA Registered Quarries

 EPA Licensed Industrial Emissions Sites

 Integrated Pollution Control (IPC) Sites

 Soft Ground Areas

 EPA Waste Facility Permit

 EPA Discharge Sites

 EPA Historic Landfill Sites

 Water Treatment Plant Location

 Sewer Treatment Plant Location

 Mine – Site Boundary

 Water Framework Directive Article 5: Mine

 Water Framework Directive Article 5: Landfill

 Watercourses

 Mid range future scenario for 100 year Flood Risk

 Mid range future scenario1000 year Flood Risk
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An interactive web map was also available within the virtual consultation room and 
is still available on the project website here www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/interactive-
map/. The interactive web map shows all the same layers shown on the ‘paper’ 
maps but allows the user to toggle them on and off to show whichever constraints 
they want at the same time. There is an additional facility available with the 
interactive map which allows the user to select from 12 background mapping types 
for example streets, navigation, terrain, national geographic style and 
OpenStreetMap. There is also the facility to search the map by townland or Eircode.

Six information display boards were developed and on show within the virtual 
consultation room. The boards (i.e. file 272687-ARUP-02-OS-PP-YE-000003) are 
still available to view on the project website at www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/public-
consultation/.

Copies of the boards are also included in Appendix D, with their contents 
summarised as follows:

 Board 1 – Project Background and identification of the key project developers

 Board 2 – Identification of what the transport issues are

 Board 3 – Roadmap to solve ‘the problem’

 Board 4 – Request to provide commentary

 Board 5 – Pictogram of TII Phases 1 to 4 and where we are now

 Board 6 – Next steps in the project programme

https://n24cahirlimerick.ie/interactive-map/
https://n24cahirlimerick.ie/interactive-map/
file:///C:/Users/icrowley/Downloads/www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/public-consultation/
file:///C:/Users/icrowley/Downloads/www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/public-consultation/
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3 Feedback from Public Consultation

3.1 Overview
A total of 59 submissions were received during the public consultation. A summary 
of these is included in Appendix E.

A response was provided to each submission received whether the submission was 
received by e-mail or post due to the current Covid-19 Level 5 Government 
restrictions.

3.2 Thematic Summary of Submissions
A thematic analysis identified the following main feedback topics:

 Tipperary Town needs a bypass and its construction should be prioritised over 
other sections.

 The N24 is the primary route from the West of Ireland to the port of Rosslare 
which has now become a key direct route to Europe post Brexit.

 A bypass of Monard is not required.

 Concerns over planning applications being deemed premature and/or concerns 
over land included within the study area and future implications on their 
property.

 Proposals for a bypass to the west of Tipperary Town.

 The solution needs to consider active travel and be a ‘green’ solution.

 Identification of new constraints.

 Safety concerns in relation to the existing road south of Bansha.

 Importance of project in terms of tourism for the locality.

 Protection of greenway between Glen of Aherlow and Tipperary Town.

 Connectivity to Limerick Junction.

 Safe access requirements for Tipperary Racecourse.

4  Conclusion
Public participation is an important part of the development of the project and in 
particular during the early phases of the project. Public Consultation No. 1 helped 
identify additional key constraints and provided insight to the transport and safety 
issues experienced by the public using the section of N24 within the study area. 

Although an in-person consultation could not take place due to Covid-19 and 
Government restrictions, the consultation was conducted by virtue of a virtual 
consultation space which allowed the public to walk around virtually and view the 
project material as if they were at an in-person event. From analytics of the virtual 
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consultation room and the project website, the consultation room had 226 visitors 
and the project website had 5,564 views during the public consultation period. 59 
submissions were received, and 5 telephone calls received and 3 virtual meetings 
held. A copy of the brochure and feedback form was posted to anybody who 
requested a hard copy. This level of engagement is in keeping with similar in-person 
consultations held in the past for this stage of similar projects. 

The submissions received have been reviewed by the project team and are 
informing the development of a transport solution. The key themes of the issues 
identified in the submissions received include:

 Tipperary Town needs a bypass and its construction should be prioritised over 
other sections.

 The N24 is the primary route from the West of Ireland to the port of Rosslare 
which has now become a key direct route to Europe post Brexit.

 A bypass of Monard is not required.

 Concerns over planning applications being deemed premature and/or concerns 
over land included within the study area and future implications on their 
property.

 Proposals for a bypass to the west of Tipperary Town.

 The solution needs to consider active travel and be a ‘green’ solution.

 Identification of new constraints.

 Safety concerns in relation to the existing road south of Bansha.

 Importance of project in terms of tourism for the locality.

 Protection of greenway between Glen of Aherlow and Tipperary Town.

 Connectivity to Limerick Junction.

 Safe access requirements for Tipperary Racecourse.
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A1 Irish Independent 
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A2 Limerick Post
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A3 Limerick Leader
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A4 Tipperary Star
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A5 The Nationalist
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A6 Radio Advertisement
Tipperary County Council announces that Public Consultation for the N24 Cahir to 
Limerick Junction Project is underway, and the project team are seeking feedback 
from the public on the study area and key constraints for the project. A virtual 
consultation room is available on www.n24cahirlimerick.ie providing information 
and interactive mapping. The public can book a consultation meeting using the 
website or by calling 061 951000. Submissions can be made up until Wednesday 
17 February 2021 using the online feedback form, or by email to 
cahirlimerick@midwestroads.ie or by post.

http://www.n24cahirlimerick.ie/
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A7 Tweets
A.7.1:  Tipperary County Council Tweet

A.7.2:  Limerick City and County Council Tweet
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A8 Websites
A.8.1 Limerick City and County Council 
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A.8.2 Tipperary County Council 
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A.8.3 Project Website
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B1 Brochure
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issues along the N24 Cahir to Limerick corridor has identified the following issues which are worthy of further study and analysis.

What are the Issues?

Legend

Study Area 
Boundary

Oola

Monard

Limerick 
Junction

Tipperary Town

Bansha

CahirDisclaimer Note:
The Study Area shown is draft only and subject to 
change. More detailed assessments, on-going studies 
and the information received from the public may result in 
changes to the Study Area

This street is also a place and is part of the urban fabric of Tipperary 
Town and high traffic volumes and associated proportion of HGVs 
detracts totally from the sense of place of the town.

Existing Journey Times

Average journey speeds within the study area of 
60 - 65km/h for weekday peak periods and 
57 – 63km/h during the inter-peak periods 
were recorded. These journey speeds are 
significantly less than the National Planning 
Framework target of 90km/h for inter-urban roads. 

Existing Road Alignment

The majority of the existing N24 within the study area 
comprises of legacy national road network, typically resulting in 
many alignment deficiencies in terms of road layout - such 
as limited overtaking opportunities and substandard 
geometric elements. Where overtaking is provided, overtaking 
sections are heavily populated with access points - reducing their 
effectiveness in providing safe overtaking opportunities. 

national average for the relevant carriageway classification. The high 
traffic flows on sections of the N24 together with sections of 
poor alignment and congestion experienced in the built-up areas, 
narrow cross-section and frequent junctions with local road and 
frontage access has also resulted in a high number of collisions. 

Existing Road Safety Issues

Eight fatalities and 25 serious injuries have 
been recorded in the period 2006 – 2016 
along the section of N24 within the study 
area. Both urban (Tipperary Town) and rural 
sections of the N24 consistently have collision 
rates that are above or twice above the

Existing Traffic Volumes and Condition



Cycling and Walking Facilities
The South Tipperary: Active Travel Towns walking 
and cycling strategy contains a number of 
recommendations for Tipperary Town such as the 
provision of new footpaths and cycle links. It is 
noted that these recommendations also utilise the 
existing N24 which effectively means all modes are 
competing on this single shared space. This strategy focusses on initiatives 
and infrastructure improvements within the communities of each of the 
towns covered by the strategy to promote cycling and walking for the shorter 
journeys in these towns. However, the fact that four of these five towns in the 
strategy align with the N24 corridor, namely Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel 
and Carrick-on-Suir, raises the possibility of further enhancement of cycling 
facilities between the towns for both the more experienced cyclist and for 
leisure purposes along this corridor.  In addition, it is the aim of Tipperary 
County Council to develop plans to address mode share and implement traffic 
management measures. As part of project development, there is scope for 
improving the connectivity between Tipperary Town and Limerick Junction, 
and indeed settlements within the study area, by enabling the provision of 
cycling facilities. Consequently, as part of this project, feasible transport 
solutions for the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction Project could include some 
measures to enable cycling facilities. 

N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction 
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Existing Public Transport Provision 
Bus journey times between Waterford and 
Limerick can be in excess of 45 minutes 
longer than by car therefore making travel 
by car a much more attractive option in 
terms of travel time saving. Moreover, bus 
services utilising the N24 must negotiate the 
same traffic volumes as private cars and are 
subject to the same unreliability in terms of journey time. This in 
turn disincentivises the take up of bus services as an attractive 
alternative to the private car. Any improvements to journey times and 
speeds along the N24 would lead to improved performance of the 
existing bus services therefore making bus services a more 
attractive alternative option to the private car. There are nine daily rail 
services between Limerick and Waterford, but none of them are direct. 
Two of the most ‘direct’ of these services require a change at 
Limerick Junction. The remainder of the services operate via Dublin 
or Kildare. Journey times by rail between Limerick and Waterford 
range from 2 hours and 40 minutes to 4hrs and 30 minutes and 
require a minimum of one interchange at Limerick Junction. Similar to 
travel by bus, travel by car between the two cities is more attractive 
in terms of journey time savings than travel by rail. 

What’s Happening Now?
The project is currently at Phase 2 Option Selection. The purpose of this phase is to examine feasible alternative options in order to determine a 
Preferred Option for the project. The Constraints Study is currently underway and it is expected to have potential options identified in Q2 2021. A 
further public consultation will be held at that time to gain feedback from the public on the options identified.

Constraints Study
The purpose of this non-statutory public consultation is to inform the constraints study for the project, which addresses all constraints including human 
beings, archaeology and cultural heritage, agronomy, landscape and visual, hydrology, hydrogeology, ecology, geology, material assets, planning policy, 
noise, air and climate. Our aim is to further investigate issues outlined above and identify key constraints to developing transport solutions.

The provision of a good quality transport corridor between Limerick and Cahir will enhance the overall transport corridor between Limerick and Waterford, 
providing opportunities for more economic links between the two cities which is compatible with Government policy at national, regional and local level, as 
is reflected in policies including the National Planning Framework, Project Ireland 2040, Smarter Travel, Regional Planning Guidelines and Tipperary County 
Council, Limerick City and County Council Development Plans and local area plans. 

The majority of the existing N24 within the study 
area comprises of legacy national road network.

Therefore the existing N24 has many 
associated deficiencies in terms of road layout, 
limited overtaking opportunities, geometric 
deficiencies and capacity issues.

What 
we are 
doing

The identification of engineering and 
environmental constraints has 
commenced.

Determine
Next Steps

Compare 
Options and 
Recommend 

Solution

Develop 
Options

Combinations of solutions and alternatives will also be assessed which 
may involve combinations of road based solutions; enhancing, extending or 
providing public transport; and improvements to walking and cycling infrastructure.

Further studies are required to 
identify solutions.



The public consultation period will run for 3 weeks from 27 January 
2021 to 17 February 2021.

The constraints mapping can be viewed on the project website: 
www.n24cahirlimerick.ie

Alternatively, please call
061 951000 and we will issue a brochure and feedback form to you 
by post.

• Following completion of the Constraints Study, we will develop 
options to solve the transportation problems on the N24 Cahir to 
Limerick Junction corridor.

• Another public consultation will be held once options are 
developed and the public will be invited to give their feedback on 
the options.

• Options will be assessed and a preferred solution 
recommended.

• Updates, news and details of future public consultations will be 
published on www.n24cahirlimerick.ie

N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction 
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Enabling & 
Procurement

Construction & 
Implementation

by returning the 
feedback form by 

17 February 2021

Tell us your 
Views

cahirlimerick@midwestroads.ie

Post

Mid West National Road 
Design Office, 
Lissanalta House, 
Dooradoyle Road, 
Limerick, 
V94 H5RR

Phase 1 to 4 Process

You can book an online or telephone meeting 
with a member of the project team through the 
online booking facility on the virtual pubic 
consultation room on www.N24cahirlimerick.ie

What Happens Next?

Your Opinion Matters

How to Make a Submission and 
our Contact Information

Feedback and submissions can be made on or before 17 February 
2021 on the project website www.n24cahirlimerick.ie or 
alternatively completed feedback forms can be returned by email or 
post as follows:

Email
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B2 Feedback Form 



Name:

Date:

Email:

Contact No.:

If you have any information in relation to the study area or key constraints that you want the project team to be aware 
of, please let us know: (please use additional paper and include supporting documents / images / maps if you wish)

Do you live / own property in the Study Area? If you live / have property in the Study Area is it:

Please complete this feedback form online at www.n24cahirlimerick.ie or alternatively return by email or post 
on or before Wednesday 17 February 2021

Mid West National Road Design Office
Lissanalta House, 
Dooradoyle Rd, 
Limerick
V94 H5RR

Email: cahirlimerick@midwestroads.ie

Yes ResidentialNo Farm Commercial

Other

N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction 
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Constraints Study

Feedback Form - Please tell us your views!

Data Protection: By providing my details in this Feedback Form, I consent to the use 
of my personal data in accordance with Tipperary County Council’s Privacy Notice 
which is available at: https://www.tipperarycoco.ie/your-council/privacy-statement.

Address:

Additional Details:

Eircode:

Thank you for your feedback
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C1 Screenshots of Virtual Consultation Room
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Background
Tipperary County Council, in partnership with 
Limerick City and County Council, Transport 
Infrastructure Ireland (TII) and the Department 
of Transport are developing the N24 Cahir to 
Limerick Junction Project. Tipperary County 
Council, as lead authority, has appointed Arup 
as Technical Advisors to progress the Planning 
and Design for the Project.

The N24 national primary route, is a strategic 
corridor from Limerick to Waterford, traversing 
through County Tipperary and  is approximately 
116km in length. It is recognised as being of 
particular importance in enhancing accessibility 
to towns it passes through, namely Tipperary 
Town, Cahir, Carrick-on-Suir and Clonmel, and 
their rural hinterland.

The section of the N24 under consideration 
in this project, the N24 Cahir to Limerick 
Junction Project, is located between the M8 
motorway, north of Cahir in Co. Tipperary and 
an appropriate tie-in point in County Limerick. 
The extents of this corridor is approximately 
33.5km and the study area falls within two 
local authority administrative areas, namely 
Tipperary County Council and Limerick City 
and County Council. There is an agreement in 
place between these two local authorities with 
Tipperary County Council acting as the lead 
authority. The Mid West National Road Design 
Office are acting as Project Coordinators for 
the project. 

This section of the existing N24 has restricted 
capacity due to its limited width, partially sub‐
standard alignment and its passage through 
four villages and Tipperary Town. When these 
elements are considered in conjunction with 
the very high number of junctions and private 
accesses located on the existing road, the 
result is that there are limited overtaking 
opportunities and unstable traffic flow regimes 
along the existing N24. Furthermore, the 
N24 currently experiences bottlenecks and 
significant traffic delays through Tipperary 
Town. It is considered that the existing N24 
is economically inefficient and detracts from 
the development and growth of the region. 
Consequently, the key objectives of this 
proejct are to provide a reliable and sustainable 
transport solution for the N24 corridor between 
Cahir and Limerick and to ultimately contribute 
to efficient connectivity between Limerick and 
Waterford. 

Two previous studies were undertaken by 
consultants within the study area. A preferred 
route was selected between Pallasgreen and 
Bansha in April 2003 and a preferred route 
was selected between Cahir and Bansha 
in July 2003. In 2008 the NRA decided to 
amalgamate the two schemes which resulted 
in a third scheme. However, due to financial 
constraints the scheme was not developed. 
The current project is starting from a blank 
canvas in identifying a suitable transport 
solution for this section of the corridor between 
Cahir and Limerick. 
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Tipperary County Council are the lead Local Authority and 
Sponsoring Agency for the project

Mid West National Road Design Office are the Project 
Co-Ordinator for the project. 

Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) are the Sanctioning Authority. 

Arup are the Technical Advisors progressing the Planning and 
Design for the Project.

Who we are?



Galtee
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Cahir
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BanshaN24

N24

N24

N24

N24

Tipperary Town
Limerick
Junction River Suir

Monard

What are the transport issues?

Average journey speeds within the study 
area of 60 - 65km/h for weekday peak 
periods and 57 – 63km/h during the 
inter-peak periods were recorded. These 
journey speeds are significantly less than 
the National Planning Framework target of 
90km/h for inter-urban roads.

508 direct accesses to the national road 
network and 45 junctions contributes to 
increased safety risks.

Lack of regional accessibility is impeding 
regional economic growth.

Many existing and proposed footpaths and 
cycle links follow the line of the existing 
N24, which effectively means all modes are 
competing on this single shared space.

The majority of the existing N24 within the 
study area comprises of legacy national 
road network, typically constructed 
without geometric design resulting in 
many alignment deficiencies in terms of 
road layout - such as limited overtaking 
opportunities, varying cross section, and 
substandard geometric elements.

Bus journey times between Waterford and 
Limerick can be in excess of 45 minutes 
longer than by car therefore making travel 
by car a much more attractive option in 
terms of travel time saving. 

The N24 currently passes through Tipperary 
Town via the town’s narrow congested main 
street. This results in a high percentage of 
HGVs on the town’s main street which is 
an urban street intended to accommodate 
all other modes such as public transport, 
cycling and walking. This street is also a 
place and is part of the urban fabric of 
Tipperary Town and high traffic volumes 
and associated proportion of HGVs detracts 
totally from the sense of place of the town.

Journey times by rail between Limerick 
and Waterford range from 2 hours and 40 
minutes to 4hrs and 30 minutes and require 
a minimum of one interchange at Limerick 
Junction. This makes travel by car between 
the two cities more attractive in terms of 
journey time savings.

Local and national traffic are in conflict 
with vulnerable road users in Tipperary 
Town. Both urban (Tipperary Town) and 
rural sections of the N24 consistently have 
collision rates that are above or twice 
above the national average for the relevant 
carriageway classification.

8 fatalities and 25 serious injuries have been 
recorded in the period 2006-2016 along the 
section of the N24 within the study area.
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Is there a 
problem?

How to solve the 
problem?

YES

Understand
where people 
want to travel

Railway 
Improvements

Improved Bus 
System 

Demand 
management

Walking and 
Cycling

Park and 
Ride

Alternative 
Routes / Route 

Upgrade?
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We want to hear what you 

think!

What are the transport issues 

within the Study Area?

What transport solutions do you 

think we should consider?

What do you think matters? Do you think you 

would be affected 

by a transport solution 

along the N24 Cahir 

to Limerick Junction 

Corridor?

Tell us what you think!
Please fill out the 
feedback form

Your local 

knowledge can help 

us identify constraints 

and issues that need 

to be addressed.
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Phase 1 to 4 Process



Next Steps

What 
we are
doing

The identification 
of engineering 
and environmental 
constraints has 
commenced

Determine
Next Steps

Compare Options 
and Recommend 

Solution

Develop
Options

Combinations of solutions and alternatives will be assessed 
which may involve combinations of road based solutions; 
enhancing, extending or providing public transport; and 

improvements to walking and cycling infrastructure.

The majority of the existing 
N24 within the study 
area comprises of legacy 
national road network.

Therefore the 
existing N24 has 
many associated 
deficiencies in terms 
of road layout,
limited overtaking
opportunities, 
geometric
deficiencies and 
capacity issues.

Further studies
are required to identify
solutions.
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E1 Summary Table of Submissions

Reference Number Date Summary

S001 27/01/2021 Coming from a green side, I believe the future of towns and cities are to be carbon neutral by 2050. Believe that it 
would be wise to develop the section of the N24 around Tipperary Town and then add to this as required. Getting 
back to green is the cleaner future rail. Most of the transport traffic passing through Tipperary could be avoided by 
using the rail system. A small distribution centre could be setup in Limerick Junction. There would be minutes lost 
in detaching carriages.

S002 28/01/2021 Information provided by Gas Network Ireland in relation to the Gas Transmission Pipelines in the study area.

S003 29/01/2021 Request that bus routes be taken into consideration. 

S004 02/02/2021 Works and surveys were carried out in 2001 and I would like to know if this is a new survey and constraints study.

S005 03/02/2021 Lismacue House is a heritage house (S.100) deemed a protected structure by South Tipperary County Council in the 
County Development Plan 2003. The house is surrounded by its original 18th century parklands and the roadway 
proposed in the last plan would have seriously and adversely affected the house and attendant grounds, particularly 
as the roadway as then proposed was through part of the 18th century demesne, the lands which are the subject of a 
restrictive covenant in my favour in order to protect views and prospects to and from the house over these lands. In 
the last plan it was proposed that the old road from Grallagh to the N24, be replaced by a road to cut across the lands 
at Lismacue, traversing land over which I had a legal interest and which as a matter of law was protected. I was 
subsequently informed that the decision was based on an erroneous understanding that I had no interest in the subject 
lands and that it was not thought necessary to consult me. I trust that I will be consulted at all stages in the planning 
of the current model.

S006 03/02/2021 Request for a hardcopy and soft copy of all information regarding the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction project.  Person 
living on the original proposed route N24 bypass corridor.

S007 03/02/2021 Acknowledgement by Bat Conservation Ireland of receipt of public consultation material. No comment on the 
proposals was made.
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Reference Number Date Summary

S008 04/02/2021 Request that the element closest to Tipp Town be prioritized and build first. Query on the best scenario timelines to 
make a planning application to ABP, from experience with nothing big going wrong and when the project could be 
built.

S009 04/02/2021 Acknowledgement by Fáilte Ireland of receipt of public consultation material. No comment on the proposals was 
made.

S010 06/02/2021 We are currently building our home in this corridor and are seeking additional information as to where these 
prospective routes can be viewed.

S011 08/02/2021 Information provided by Geological Survey Ireland in relation to Geoheritage, Groundwater, Geological Mapping, 
Geohazards, Natural Resources and Geotechnical Database Resources.

S012 09/02/2021 Submission of three maps which show numerous historical monuments which are in the vicinity of their site at 
Cullen Road as follows:
1.  Enclosure LI033A001 which is approx. 360 meters to the East of the proposed site.
2.  A Castle just outside Cullen village Ref. TS058-028.
3.  Ladys Well at Cullen Village.
4.  Graveyard at Cullen Village.
5   Holy Well at Cullen Village.
There is an ecological site to the South/East of the proposed Site which you have highlighted in Blue on Map No. 1 
shown on the Public Consultation.
There is a new Cemetery at Prospect which I have indicated on one of the maps also.  This will need to be taken 
into consideration when deciding upon the route. 
Request that all of these archaeological sites are taken into account when making a decision on the new corridor.
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S013 09/02/2021 Submission of map which shows numerous historical monuments which are in the vicinity of their site 
(Farranaclara, Donohill Road, Tipperary) as follows:
1.  The Sologhodbeg Beg Site where the first shots of the War of Independence were fired in 1919 and also the site 
of a castle TS059 - 065.  Site of National importance in Irish History.
2.  The Birthplace of Sean Treacy (Irish Republican and Freedom Fighter) is indicated with a Blue Dot.
3.  Enclosure TS059 - 047.
4.  Enclosure TS059 - 660.
Request that all of these archaeological sites are taken into account when making a decision on the new corridor

S014 09/02/2021 Identification of the following constraints:
1. Enclosure LI033A001 which is approx. 360m to east of proposed site.
2. Castle just outside Cullen Village Ref. TS058-028.
3. Lady's Well at Cullen Village.
4. Graveyard at Cullen Village.
5. Ecological site to South/East of proposed site.
6. Prospect cemetery which is a fairly new cemetery and has not been highlighted on any of the maps.
Request that all of these historical monuments / cemetery will be taken into account when making a decision on the 
N24 Route.

S015 09/02/2021 Submission of map which highlights sites of historical importance in the vicinity of the proposed site.
1. The Sologhodbeg Site where the first shots of the War of Independence were fired in 1919 and also the site of a 
castle TS059 - 065.
2. The Birthplace of Sean Treacy (Irish Republican and Freedom Fighter).
3. Enclosure TS059-047.
4. Enclosure TS059-660.
Request that all of these archaeological/historical sites of interest into account when making a decision on the new 
corridor.

S016 09/02/2021 Bypass Tipperary Town but not Monard
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S017 09/02/2021 Bypass Tipperary Town but not Monard

S018 10/02/2021 Bypass Tipperary Town but not Monard

S019 11/02/2021 Submission including proposed route for Tipperary Town bypass and relevant drawings.

S020 12/02/2021 It’s my understanding that the preferred route for the proposed N24 Tipperary Town bypass was previously finalised 
and published as can be seen in previous South Tipperary County Development Plans e.g. 2009-2015. The finalised 
route went to the North of Tipperary town. However, it appears now that the route selection process is starting all 
over again. This is extremely concerning and distressing as my house is now shown within the study boundary area. 
Prior to purchasing my site, applying for planning permission and building my house in 2017 I checked the route of 
the proposed bypass to confirm the finalised route would not be in close proximity to my house. Can you please 
advise why the route selection process is once again commencing. In addition my house is in Clonpet which is very 
close to the Bansha/Aherlow woods. This area is a scenic area very popular with both local residents and tourists who 
utilise it for hiking. If the route passed close to this important amenity, it would be devastating for residents of 
Tipperary Town and have a major impact on tourism and the local economy.

S021 13/02/2021 We are on a very dangerous bend of the road with an extremely poor sight line both left and right of our exit. 
Therefore, this project will have huge positive implications for us due to our constant safety concerns entering and 
leaving our property.

S022 15/02/2021 Keep informed with on-going developments
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S023 15/02/2021 Tipperary town has two national routes that run through the town centre, the N24 and the N74. Average weekly traffic 
movements are in excess of 70,000, a large percentage are HGV's. Furthermore, Tipperary Town is on the main route 
from the West of Ireland to the port of Rosslare. We have already seen an increase in HGV's as Rosslare has become 
a key access to mainland Europe. We are the only town left on the N24 route that does not have a ring road or a 
bypass. We also have a under- utilised rail line in Tipperary Town, which could be much more sustainable if 
investment was available to upgrade the service. https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2020/jan/29/10-europes-best-
rural-train-rail-journeys-branch-lines NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction 
realignment features in the National Development Plan. However, we are only at the pre-appraisal stage (phase 2 has 
just commenced) Best case scenario may result in Tipperary Town being bypassed by the end of 2031, that’s if all 
goes to plan. At the launch of the public consultation (Jan 2021) Deputy Mattie McGrath and myself both asked TII 
and Arup Consultants whether the section around Tipperary Town could be advanced ahead of the main project. The 
response was that the whole project could be taken to An Bord Pleanala as one scheme but with the section around 
Tipperary town prioritised in the delivery of the scheme. We need a commitment from Government to make this 
happen. It is vital for the survival of our town that we remove the heavy traffic as soon as possible.
IMPACT OF THE N24
• Our town suffers from major noise and air pollution.  See links to reports on air and noise monitoring that March4tipp 
have carried out.  If you watch the Eco Programme (see link below) you will see how we are blighted with traffic, in 
particular HGV’s accessing an historic town centre that is suffering tremendously because of the traffic volume.
• We cannot avail of funding for sustainable transport measures like cycle lanes as priority must be given to the 
carrying capacity of the N24 through our town centre, which leaves no room for dedicated cycle lanes and nobody 
would want to share the carriageway with HGVs.
• We cannot revitalise our town centre while it remains a motorway for HGVs.
• We cannot benefit from meaningful placemaking and public realm enhancement as there is little joy of spending 
time in our town centre as we are overrun with noise and air pollution.
• We cannot attract people back into living in our town centre as we cannot provide a safe and healthy environment 
for them.
• Our town centre cannot offer clean air for our community to breathe.
• Our town centre cannot offer a quiet environment for our community to enjoy. Tipperary Town has been recognised 
by Government as a town blighted by years of social and economic deprivation, so much so that at the start of January 
2020 Minister Damien English announced supports to establish a Task Force to address the many issues we face. The 
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Collaborative Town Centre Health Check (with Alison Harvey from the Heritage Council) is currently underway in 
Tipperary town with initial results showing Tipperary Town with the country's highest commercial town centre 
vacancy rate. (30%) At 40% a town is classified as dead. We are working very hard to regenerate our town and 
hinterland, yet Tipperary town will never be able to realise the vision that is embedded in the Programme for 
Government, (clean air strategy, town centres first, regeneration of historic town centres) while the N24 continues to 
blight our town.

S024 16/02/2021 Concerns about safe access to Ballydrehid National School with current access from the existing N24. 

S025 16/02/2021 The lack of appropriate regional accessibility between the Midwest and the southwest is a major inhibitor of economy 
growth. It is essential that the Atlantic motorway corridor is linked to Waterford via a dual carriageway/motorway. 
While this consultation is for the Cahir to Limerick section, it cannot be taken in isolation of the Waterford to Cahir 
section. This has the potential to reduce journey times between Waterford and Cork via Cahir also and will serve as 
a key link to the Midwest. In examining the constrain mapping, it is clear that a new route is required north of the 
existing N24 (North of Bansha, Tipperary Town and South of Oola - allowing topography constrains. A spur road 
maybe required off a new dual carriageway at Limerick Junction to connect to the railway network. The new route 
should avoid the racecourse and Teagasc holding to the north and the ecological areas. Sufficient scope exists for a 
new road to thread the gap in ecological sites north of the racecourse. Significant engineering works maybe required 
in the vicinity of Cahir in the soft ground areas north of the existing route, alternatively consideration should be given 
to the crossing the Suir in the vicinity of Ballycarron which would reduce the level of bridge work required.

S026 16/02/2021 Query on the project timeline and potential conflict with induvial planning application.

S027 16/02/2021 Very anxious as their property (land & house) is within the study area, and they already went through this process 
when their house was CPO'd in 2005 for the M8 motorway.

S028 17/02/2021 Query about potential options as their land is within the study area. Belief that any road crossing will have an impact 
on their dairy farm.

S029 17/02/2021 We have concerns that the study area within our family farm is in an area liable to flooding and natural drainage from 
neighbouring lands towards River Suir, which flows through our land. We also have concerns of potential 
fragmentation of our land and its consequences on our dairy enterprise. Noise pollution, security and general quality 
of life are issues of concern.

S030 17/02/2021 Suggest proposed greenway route between Tipperary Town and Glen of Amerlow is protected.
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S031 17/02/2021 Just wondering more about what routes are planned for this road and does it affect our farm?

S032 17/02/2021 March 4 Tipp is a local voluntary group which is dedicated to the improvement of Tipperary Town and its hinterland. 
Request that this project to be prioritized on a National level as it is the Primary route from the West of Ireland to the 
port of Rosslare which has now become a key direct route to Europe post Brexit.
We would also like to request that priority be given to the section that bypasses Tipperary Town as it is a bottleneck 
with over 70,000 vehicular movements per week which will increase over the coming years when things get back to 
normal.
As well as being more efficient in the movement of HGVs and goods. It will also provide a safe and healthy 
environment for the local Population making it a better place to live and attract investment into the Town which 
currently has a business vacancy rate of close to 30%.
Also that access roads into the town be prioritized with one suggestion being at the Tipperary Plaza roundabout which 
has a purpose built state of the art fuel forecourt, convenience store and food outlets which is on the Limerick side of 
the town. Another access road be built for local traffic on the Bansha/Cashel side also.

S033 17/02/2021 The N24 rips through Tipperary Town causing untold harm to the lives of business owners, residents and even the 
motorists. The 70k traffic movements per week from the N24 need to be rerouted. Removing this traffic from the 
town centre is key to the regeneration our town.
I am delighted that the solution is in planning however I want to request that the section of this project that will bypass 
Tipperary Town be prioritised as happened in Cashel with the Cork/Dublin bypass. 
Town Centre First policy in the Programme for Government advocates town centre living and regeneration. Key to 
its delivery is informed placemaking, clean air and the creation of a space that prioritises people before traffic. This 
cannot be achieved without the removal of the N24 from Tipperary Town Centre.
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S034 17/02/2021 Tipperary Town suffers negatively from the massive volumes of traffic from the N24, going through the town. 
Approximately 70,000 vehicles per week go through the town centre (stats from TII N24/N74 data). Removing 
traffic from the town centre is key to the regeneration of Tipperary Town. This submission requests that the section 
of the N24, that will bypass Tipperary Town, be treated as a standalone project within the larger realignment 
process and that it is prioritised in the delivery of the project.
Air and Noise pollution from the N24 are impacting negatively on the health and welfare of the local community.
Town centre infrastructure suffers negatively from the N24 running through the town centre, making it an 
unattractive investment option due to the high volumes of HGV passing through.
Town Centre First policy in the Programme for Government advocates town centre living and regeneration. Key to 
its delivery is informed placemaking, clean air and the creation of a space that prioritises people before traffic. This 
cannot be achieved without the removal of the N24 from Tipperary Town Centre.
It has been a nightmare to live in and around our town for the last 20yrs
Nobody can come in and enjoy what the town has to offer 
It has continuous traffic and pollution on a daily basis 
People’s lives are been effected by all this and that is why Tipperary Town has to be treated as a stand-alone project 
to help get rid of 70000 plus trucks and cars from the centre of our town

S035 17/02/2021 That the project should be prioritized on the National road plan.
That the section bypassing Tipperary Town should be prioritized first on the alignment.
That access roads should be prioritised for local traffic off the alignment on both sides of the town.
The reasons for this is that it would take the HGVs travelling from the West of Ireland travelling to Rosslare port 
out of the town saving on fuel costs and on time on the road.
That this in turn would reduce the noxious emissions in the town centre making it a better place to live and shop.
That this would help the town rejuvenate and attract business investment and tourism.
That this has been promised for the last 30 years and now needs to be completed.
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S036 17/02/2021 I am sending in this submission asking for the section of the N24 that will bypass Tipperary Town be prioritised as 
the town cannot continue to receive over 70,000 traffic movements per week and this is set to increase due to 
Rosslare Port increasing their services to the continent.
There are many negative consequences to the traffic i.e. noise & air pollution, the health both physical & 
psychological to people, unattractive to visitors, new businesses, shoppers & residents.
By removing HGVs/LGVs from the town centre it will help to regenerate Tipperary Town as a beautiful & vibrant 
Victorian town otherwise it will suffocate and die. 
It is the only town from Rosslare to the west that is being used as a motorway. We should be putting people before 
traffic.

S037 17/02/2021 Submission from Iarnroid Eireann, including their requirements for any works in the vicinity of their infrastructure 
and a request that rail is considered as an option. 

S038 17/02/2021 Please consider the route to the northern side of Tipperary Town as it will allow for a possible transport intermodal 
hub connecting with the national rail network in an area with plenty of potential development land to further 
enhance the railways as well as easing pressure on the roads network through integrated bulk and container haulage 
while also allowing for future industrial development, ergo job creation.
It is wonderful to finally see progress on this project and please keep driving it forward.
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S039 17/02/2021 Tipperary Town has been crying out for a bypass for more than 40 years.
There were great hopes (for a bypass) in the early years of the new century when a route was selected between 
Pallasgreen and Cahir. However, the financial crisis of 2008 ended those hopes. With the present crisis due to the 
Pandemic, the financial effects of which will be felt for many years to come, I fear that the same will happen again. 
I fear that in 20 years from now Tipperary Town may still not have a Bypass.
The possibility of a shortage of finance for the entire project (Pallasgreen to Cahir) should be taken into account at 
the Route Selection stage. By this I mean that the route should be selected so that a short section of it bypassing 
Tipperary Town could be constructed in advance of the entire route. This would require a link road from the new 
route to the existing N24 on either side of the town to be included in the design. The link road to the west of the 
town would ideally be between the town and Limerick Junction. This link road would facilitate access to Limerick 
Junction Railway Station, the Racecourse, Ballykisteen Golf Course and the Hotel, as well as Tipperary Town. A 
similar link road would be required on the Bansha side of the town.
If this section were completed, the remainder of the route could be deferred until sufficient finance becomes 
available.

S040 17/02/2021 I wish to make submission on the N24 Limerick Junction to Cahir realignment project. My submission is that the 
section of the N24 that bypasses Tipperary Town be treated as a standalone with priority over the rest of the 
realignment. This will alleviate the huge traffic bottleneck in Tipperary town of over 70,000 vehicle's weekly which 
is poised to increased post Brexit. Given that this is the main route from the West to the port of Rosslare it would 
create efficiencies on time and fuel consumption and reduce air and noise pollution in the town. The benefits apart 
from the health of the local population would make the town attractive to investors and give opportunities to promote 
tourism. 
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S041 17/02/2021 Approximately 70,000 vehicles per week go through our town centre. The noise and air pollution is impacting 
negatively on all aspects of the town from businesses to the health and wellbeing of residents. 
We are in the middle of a town Revitalisation process and its seems the only logical way the town can recover is the 
removal of this heavy traffic load from the town centre.
At the moment our town is not an attractive place to shop never mind set up a business. This is due to our traffic 
congestion problem.
In relation to the N24 re-alignment I would suggest that the section around Tipperary Town be done first and be 
treated as a standalone project. In other words that Tipperary Town, be bypassed first and as a matter of urgency.
Town Centre First policy in the Programme for Government advocates town centre living and regeneration. Key to 
its delivery is informed placemaking, clean air and the creation of a space that prioritises people before traffic.  This 
cannot be achieved without the removal of the N24 from Tipperary Town.

S042 17/02/2021 I would like this project to be prioritised on a national level as it is the primary route from the West of Ireland to the 
Port of Rosslare, which has now become a key direct route to Europe, post Brexit. 
Tipperary Town suffers negatively from the massive volumes of traffic from the N24, going through the town. 
Approximately 70,000 vehicles per week go through the town centre (stats from TII N24/N74 data). Removing 
traffic from the town centre is key to the regeneration of Tipperary Town. This submission requests that the section 
of the N24, that will bypass Tipperary Town, be treated as a standalone project within the larger realignment 
process and that it is prioritised in the delivery of the project.
Air and Noise pollution from the N24 are impacting negatively on the health and welfare of the local community.
Town centre infrastructure suffers negatively from the N24 running through the town centre, making it an 
unattractive investment option due to the high volumes of HGV passing through.
Town Centre First policy in the Programme for Government advocates town centre living and regeneration. Key to 
its delivery is informed placemaking, clean air and the creation of a space that prioritises people before traffic.
This cannot be achieved without the removal of the N24 from Tipperary Town Centre.

S043 17/02/2021 Cahir Social and Historical Society is a community group that was first established in 1996. In recent years, we 
have made submissions on a wide variety of subjects, such as the Cahir Local Area Plan, the Limerick to Waterford 
railway line and two Part 8 Planning applications in the town centre.
Please find below our Society's response to your invitation to submit and identify constraints inside the Study Area.
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S044 17/02/2021 The N24 – a national route – passes right through the centre of Tipperary Town now. With the enlargement and 
further development of the port of Rosslare to carry more traffic to and from France, the volume of traffic will 
increase.
At the moment, approximately 70,000 vehicles each week thunder through the centre of Tipperary Town. Because 
of this, noise and, more importantly air pollution is massively increased. The serious health implications of noxious 
traffic emissions are well known; they affect the lungs, the heart and the brain. 70,000 vehicles passing through the 
Main Street every week is destroying life and the quality of life for those who live in Tipperary and for those who 
visit the town for business or pleasure.
If the section of the N24 that will bypass Tipperary Town were to be treated as a standalone project within the 
larger realignment; if this were prioritised, then there would be a huge difference to the quality of life within the 
town and its environs. Tipperary Town Regeneration Taskforce would find it easier, to attract tourists and more 
business to the town, all of which would play a part in Tipperary’s revitalisation.
I believe government policy in the Town Centre First document, advocates for town centre living and regeneration 
across the country. Clearly this policy will fail Tipperary if the N24 continues to run right through the centre of the 
town.
It has never been more urgent for the N24 to be re-routed away from Main Street, Tipperary.

S045 17/02/2021 As can be seen in the submission I'm proposing a "do minimum" short term solution. I believe this strategy will 
work to deal with current impasse. I believe the NTA and Minister Eamon Ryan will be supportive for a combined 
road/rail strategy in this case rather than a "long distance" road corridor which does nothing to solve Tipp. Towns 
problems. In short term Minister should be invited to be part of the solution.
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S046 17/02/2021 Tipperary Racecourse has been in operation at Limerick Junction for over 100 years. We are currently in the 
process of developing the site and expanding operations to include the construction of Irelands second only All 
Weather Racecourse. This significant investment will also develop the site as a year round training ground for race 
horses, providing employment opportunities to the area while attracting trainers from the rest of the country. This 
development is being included in the Tipperary County development plan, and is being recognised for its potential 
to positively impact the area. That potential includes its economic potential for the wider equine industry, as a 
centre of employment, as a local amenity and as a focal point for tourism and agri-tourism.
For Tipperary Racecourse, the existing road network poses significant risk for our business. Traffic congestion, the 
lack of alternative routes suitable for transporting horses and the potential for incidents on the road, they all 
represent an ongoing source of complaint for people attending the track and something which has put off people 
using the facility. The proposed upgrade will ensure that the infrastructure is there to support the business as it 
grows and will provide a robustness around those business risks which are outside our control.
We look forward to engaging with the process and supporting the project as the positive economic investment that 
it is.

S047 17/02/2021 The section around Tipperary Town should be given the priority.

S048 17/02/2021 The n24 realignment area specifically around Tipperary Town should be given priority and should be completed 
before other sections to ensure that the traffic is taken off our main street of Tipperary Town.

S049 17/02/2021 The n24 realignment area specifically around Tipperary Town should be given priority and should be completed 
before other sections to ensure that the traffic is taken off our main street of Tipperary Town.

S050 17/02/2021 The n24 realignment area specifically around Tipperary town should be given priority and should be completed before 
other sections to ensure that the traffic is taken off our main street of Tipperary Town.

S051 17/02/2021 A quick delivery of the project is critical. The current route through Tipperary Town is a crisis situation from an 
economic, environmental and public health point of view. I feel that the section by-passing Tipperary town should be 
the first section to be completed even as a stand-alone project.

S052 17/02/2021 The Cahir/Limerick Junction road should be of National priority on the N.D.P., with the section around Tipperary 
Town the starting point of the whole project.
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S053 17/02/2021 Tipperary Town suffers negatively from the massive volumes of traffic from the N24, going through the town.  
Approximately 70,000 vehicles per week go through the town centre (stats from TII N24/N74 data). Removing traffic 
from the town centre is key to the regeneration of Tipperary Town. This submission requests that the section of the 
N24, that will bypass Tipperary Town, be treated as a standalone project within the larger realignment process and 
that it is prioritised in the delivery of the project.
Air and Noise pollution from the N24 are impacting negatively on the health and welfare of the local community.
Town centre infrastructure suffers negatively from the N24 running through the town centre, making it an unattractive 
investment option due to the high volumes of HGV passing through.
Town Centre First policy in the Programme for Government advocates town centre living and regeneration. Key to 
its delivery is informed placemaking, clean air and the creation of a space that prioritises people before traffic.  This 
cannot be achieved without the removal of the N24 from Tipperary Town Centre.

S054 17/02/2021 This road should start outside the town at Longford Bridge to the east of the Town right across Coolnaherin towards 
Monard or Oola and another road coming over the hill form Crogue servicing the Golden Cashel road at the Northern 
end. The old N24 only it needs to be widened 2 feet either end. What’s wrong with all this speed in Ireland?

S055 17/02/2021 Submission by NPWS on the constraints study. 

S056 17/02/2021 Tipperary Town suffers negatively from the massive volumes of traffic from the N24, going through the town.  
Approximately 70,000 vehicles per week go through the town centre (stats from TII N24/N74 data). Removing traffic 
from the town centre is key to the regeneration of Tipperary Town. This submission requests that the section of the 
N24, that will bypass Tipperary Town, be treated as a standalone project within the larger realignment process and 
that it is prioritised in the delivery of the project. Air and Noise pollution from the N24 are impacting negatively on 
the health and welfare of the local community. Town centre infrastructure suffers negatively from the N24 running 
through the town centre, making it an unattractive investment option due to the high volumes of HGV passing 
through.  Town Centre First policy in the Programme for Government advocates town centre living and regeneration. 
Key to its delivery is informed placemaking, clean air and the creation of a space that prioritises people before traffic.  
This cannot be achieved without the removal of the N24 from Tipperary Town Centre.

S057 17/02/2021 Request that mapping be amended to include their lands as a dairy farm.

S058 18/02/2021 Response from Military colleagues, the Department of Defence on the public consultation material that they have no 
comment to make at this time. 
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S059 01/03/2021 Response from Tipperary Tourism CLG, noting the importance of the project from a tourism development perspective 
and that a more detailed submission will be made once Options have been identified. 
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